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ABSTRACT: Similar to an electronic lattice determining the motion
of electrons in solids, photonic crystals (PhCs) are periodic photonic
nanostructures that determine the propagation of photons. By
incorporating PhCs into organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), the
device efficiency and emission spectra can be modified, which can be
explained and predicted by the mode dispersion. In this work, we
experimentally measure the mode dispersion of 1-D and 2-D PhC
OLEDs at different azimuthal angles with angle-resolved electro-
luminescence spectra. The results are explained using an intuitive
geometry approach, which shifts and slices the cone-shaped optical
modes to obtain the mode dispersion of PhC OLEDs. We note that
the weak cavity mode and a narrow photonic band gap are visible
only after eliminating the intrinsic emitter spectrum in the air mode
dispersion. In the end, we discuss the implication of mode dispersion on the OLED light extraction.
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■ INTRODUCTION

In the past 20 years, organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs)
have received intensive research interest and great progress has
been made in their applications for displays and lighting. From
the optical aspect, a typical bottom-emitting OLED is a thin-
film microcavity formed between the metal cathode and the
anode/substrate interface. Its cavity length is determined by
the thickness of the organic layers and the transparent ITO
anode, which is often in the same order of the visible light
wavelength. Due to the cavity effect, around 50% of the
photons can escape the thin films and form the substrate mode
and air mode, and the rest are coupled to the waveguide modes
and surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes.1

In a conventional OLED, waveguide and SPP modes can
propagate within the thin films for several microns before
being absorbed by the metal cathode.2 By introducing
nanostructured dielectric perturbation to the thin films, the
propagation of waveguide and SPP modes can be disrupted or
inhibited,3 allowing us to control the optical modes of an
OLED.4 Structures with dielectric perturbation in the same
length scale of the photon wavelength are called photonic
crystals (PhCs).5,6 One-dimensional (1-D) and two-dimen-
sional (2-D) PhCs are well studied for their simplicity of
fabrication.
Over the years, PhCs have been incorporated in OLEDs

(PhC OLEDs) to enhance the outcoupling efficiency7−11 or to
control the emission profile.12,13 In both cases, photons
trapped in OLEDs are extracted by the PhC through Bragg
diffraction. As a result, the air mode of a PhC OLED contains

diffraction features corresponding to the extracted waveguide
mode and SPP mode. To directly measure the extracted optical
modes in the air mode, one can resort to the angle-resolved
electroluminescence spectra (ARES) measurements.14−16 The
air mode can be derived from the ARES data obtained from
measurements at all of the emission angles, and therefore it
carries a great amount of information on the optical
characteristics of the PhC. Several groups have measured
ARES on 1-D PhC (i.e., 1-D grating) OLEDs perpendicular to
the grating grooves, and the mode dispersion showed an
excellent agreement with the optical simulation results.16,17

However, this is only one of the special cases and the results
cannot be used to fully characterize the 1-D PhC OLED or be
generalized for 2-D PhC OLEDs.
Herein, we use ARES to measure the mode dispersion in a

conventional planar OLED, a 1-D PhC OLED, and a 2-D PhC
OLED having a hexagonal lattice. We demonstrate that the
mode dispersion can be normalized to eliminate the emitter
emission characteristics and observe the cavity effect in a
planar OLED. We then use simple mathematical methods to
demonstrate that the full-azimuthal-angle mode dispersion of a
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1-D PhC OLED can be fitted as hyperbolic curves. We also
treat the hexagonal 2-D PhC as three sets of 1-D gratings and
successfully explain its diffraction properties and their impact
on light extraction.

■ OPTICAL MODES IN OLED

The mode density (Dmode(E,k)⃗) of an OLED device describes
the density of photonic states as a function of the photon

energy E and the wavevector k ⃗. Herein, =
λ

E hc and

= =
π

λ
k n k

n2
org 0

org , where h is the Planck constant, c is the

speed of light in vacuum, λ is the wavelength of the photon,
norg is the refractive index of the emitting layer, and k0 is the
wavevector magnitude of a photon traveling in air. Because k ⃗ is
a vector with a fixed magnitude associated with the photon
energy, we can represent k ⃗ by its projection in the substrate
plane, known as the in-plane wavevector ka⃗∥. The magnitude of
ka⃗∥ provides information on the propagation angle as well as
the medium where the wave propagates such that we can use it
to construct the optical mode dispersion diagram.19 The air
mode (ka∥ ≤ k0) refers to the photons that can escape the
OLED device. The substrate mode (k0 < ka∥ ≤ nsubk0) is
confined in the substrate due to the total internal reflection
(TIR) at the substrate/air interface. The waveguide mode
(nsubk0 < ka∥ ≤ norgk0) is confined in the high refractive index
organic layer or the ITO layer due to TIR at the ITO/substrate
interface and reflection at the metal electrode, and the SPP
mode (ka∥ > norgk0) is confined to the interface between the
metal electrode and the adjacent organic layer.
In this work, the mode dispersion of our OLED is simulated

using Setfos 4.6, which is a commercial optical tool widely used
in the OLED industry.20 It uses the oscillating dipole model to
simulate the emitter radiative decay and the transfer matrix
method to simulate the optical modes and emission properties
in a multilayer structure.21 We first consider a bottom-emitting
device of which the structure is described in the Methods
section. The optical mode in this OLED can be visualized with
a 4-D (3-D + color) plot, where E is represented by the z axis,
ka⃗∥ is represented by the x−y plane, and the mode density is
represented by the color scale (Figure 1a). Due to the

azimuthal symmetry of the OLED, the air mode is shaped like
a cone (hence the name “air cone”). Because of the larger value
of the in-plane wavevector, the substrate mode, waveguide
modes, and SPP modes are cone shells located outside of the
air cone. In practice, it is difficult to visualize a 4-D plot.
Instead, we can take a horizontal slice and obtain a far-field
emission (FFE) plot, which describes the mode distribution in
the x−y plane for a specific photon energy (Figure 1b).
Alternatively, we can take a vertical slice containing the origin
point and obtain the mode dispersion plot, which describes the
mode dispersion along one ka⃗∥ direction across a range of
photon energies (Figure 1c). In the mode dispersion, the air
mode and substrate mode intensity maximum is of parabolic
shape as a result of the cavity effect.22 Outside the substrate
boundary, we observe one TM waveguide mode, one TE
waveguide mode, and one SPP mode. These trapped modes
are discrete, and their dispersions are almost linear with the in-
plane wavevector within the visible spectrum.
When the electroluminescence (EL) spectrum of the emitter

EL0(E) is taken into consideration, the photonic modes are
populated accordingly, and the resulting photon density is
given by Pmode(E,k ⃗a∥) = EL0(E)·Dmode(E,k ⃗a∥), where
Dmode(E,ka⃗∥) is the mode density. Based on the photon
density, we can determine the percentage of photons in each
mode and calculate the outcoupling efficiency, which is the
fraction of the air mode. In the OLED structure described in
the Methods section, 30% of the photons are coupled to the air
mode, 24% are coupled to the substrate mode, 16% are
coupled to the waveguide modes, and 26% are coupled to the
SPP mode (Figure S1). We note that the simulated
Pmode(E,ka⃗∥) shows a higher intensity along the photon energy
at the EL intensity maximum, and the effects of the cavity
mode are not apparent in the air mode.

Mode Dispersion in Planar OLEDs. A planar OLED
device can be considered as a weak Fabry−Perot cavity.23

Usually, one of the two mirrors is a reflective metal (Al or Ag),
and the other mirror is the ITO/glass interface or a thin metal
electrode. In this paper, we consider a conventional glass/
ITO/organic layers/Al structure. Photons generated in the
emitting layer resonate between the strong reflective metal

Figure 1. (a) Simulated mode distribution for an isotropic planar OLED device. A quarter of the 3-D shape is open to show the cross section. (b)
Far-field emission pattern at a photon energy of 2.6 eV. (c) Mode dispersion along the kx axis between 1.9 and 2.7 eV. The black dashed lines
denote the boundaries of air mode (Air), and the white dashed lines denote the boundaries of the substrate mode (Sub). The two waveguide
modes (WG) are denoted as TM and TE modes, respectively.
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electrode (R = 85%) and the weak reflective ITO/glass
interface (R = 2%). Due to the interference, photons having
wavelengths and propagation angles satisfying the constructive
interference conditions are intensified resulting in a cavity
mode. The cavity mode affects the OLED outcoupling
efficiency, intensity profile, and angular spectral character-
istics.24

We fabricated a planar bottom-emitting OLED and
measured its air mode photon density Pair(E,ka∥) using ARES
(Figure S2). The measured air mode is shown in Figure 2a. At
each photon energy, the EL intensity appears to be uniform
across most ka∥ values, indicating that the emission profile is
close to Lambertian. Note that the photon density maximum is
observed at E = 2.4 eV, corresponding to the emission peak of
the green emitter Ir(ppy)2(acac) at 520 nm. Herein, the cavity
mode is overshadowed by the influence of the emitter
spectrum. To directly observe the cavity mode, we can
normalize the air mode photon density Pair(E,ka∥) by the
intrinsic EL spectrum EL0(E) and obtain Dair(E,k)⃗. However,
to obtain EL0(E), we either have to precisely model the planar
device structure to fit the angular emission profile25 or make an

approximation using the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum.15

The first approach is only accurate for planar OLEDs with a
known device structure, and the second approach neglects the
effect of the injected carriers and the location of the
recombination zone. In this work, we adopt a different
strategy: instead of measuring EL0(E), we eliminate its effect
by normalizing Pair(E,ka∥) with the average photon density
P E( )air 0 within each photon energy. This process yields the
normalized air mode density D̂air(E0,ka∥)

∫
=

·

·

= = ̂

Δ

P E k

P E

EL E D E k

EL E D E k k

D E k

D E
D E k

( , )

( )

( ) ( , )

( ) ( , )d

( , )

( )
( , )

a a

k a a

a
a

air 0

air 0

0 0 air 0

0 0
1

air 0

air 0

air 0
air 0

a

(1)

where Δka∥ is the integration range of ka∥. D̂air(E0,ka∥)
represents the relative photon distribution in the air mode
and is independent on EL0(E).
We use this approach and plot the normalized air mode of

the planar OLED in Figure 2b. After eliminating the effects of

Figure 2. (a) Measured air mode of a planar OLED. (b) Normalized air mode that eliminates the influence from the EL spectrum line shape.

Figure 3. (a) Schematic drawing of the simplified 3-D optical modes consisting of the air mode and a waveguide mode (WG). The waveguide
mode is diffracted by kG⃗ and −kG⃗ to form the two diffracted WG modes. The green planes represent the measurement plane containing the in-plane
wavevector ka⃗∥. (b) Corresponding conic sections through one of the diffracted waveguide modes. (c) Measured mode dispersion containing two
diffraction features that are straight lines. (d−f) Same schematic drawings but the measurement plane is not along the kG⃗ direction, resulting in two
hyperbolic diffraction features.
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EL0(E), we can clearly see the distinct parabolic feature
corresponding to the cavity mode. Along the cavity mode, the
cavity emission is intensified from the constructive interference
resulting in D̂air(E0,ka∥) > 1. At θ = 0°, the cavity mode peak is
at 630 nm; as θ increases, the cavity mode shifts toward shorter
wavelengths; at θ = 50°, the cavity mode peak is at 490 nm.
The blue-shift phenomenon at larger viewing angles is in good
agreement with the previous reports.26,27

Mode Dispersion in 1-D Photonic Crystal OLEDs. As
explained previously, photons trapped in the waveguide and
SPP modes can be extracted using photonic crystals.28,29 The
periodically corrugated interfaces in a photonic crystal act as
the diffraction gratings. For a photonic crystal having a
periodicity of Λ, the magnitude of the grating vector is

= π
ΛkG
2 . When photons are incident on the photonic crystal,

their propagation angles are changed due to Bragg diffraction.
The in-plane wavevector of the diffracted photons k′⃗a∥ can be
calculated as k′⃗a∥ = ka⃗∥ ± m·kG⃗, where ka⃗∥ is the in-plane
wavevector of the trapped photons, and m is the diffraction
order. When k′a∥ is smaller than k0, the trapped photons are

extracted into the air mode. Here, we use photonic crystals
with a subwavelength periodicity such that the first-order
diffraction of the trapped photons can be extracted to the air
mode. With shallow photonic crystal patterns and small
refractive index contrast, the corrugated interfaces in the PhC
OLED can be treated as refractive index perturbations in a
planar OLED device.17 Therefore, we can use the mode
dispersion of a planar OLED and shift its optical modes by kG⃗
to produce the mode dispersion of a PhC OLED. Later we will
show that this is a valid assumption from the measurement
results.
To understand the optical mode composition in a PhC

OLED, we first examine the simple case with a 1-D photonic
crystal, i.e., a 1-D grating. Because the 1-D grating is
anisotropic in the x−y plane, the mode dispersion is dependent
on the measurement plane, i.e., the device orientation angle φ
during the ARES measurements. So far, measurements on 1-D
PhC OLEDs have only been made for the mode dispersion at
φ = 0°, where the measurement plane is parallel to kG⃗ (and
perpendicular to the grating grooves).17,18,30 We use schematic
drawings to explain the diffracted mode dispersion in Figure 3.

Figure 4. Normalized air mode dispersion measured for a 1-D PhC OLED at φ = 0, 30, 54, 73, and 86° for both S light and P light. The φ values
are fitted with hyperbolic curves, shown as dotted lines. The origin of the diffraction features is labeled as TE waveguide mode (TE WG), TM
waveguide mode (TM WG), and SPP mode (SPP). The arrow indicates the photonic band gap (PBG) in the TE WG.
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For simplicity, we only consider the air mode and one
waveguide mode. Within the wavelength range of interest, we
can assume that the waveguide mode has a linear dispersion
relation and the 3-D waveguide mode is a cone shell. When the
waveguide mode is diffracted by the 1-D grating, it forms two
diffracted waveguide modes that are shifted from the original
waveguide cone by kG⃗ and −kG⃗. In this case, the measurement
plane dissects through the center of the diffracted waveguide
modes, and the diffracted waveguide features are straight lines
(Figure 3a−c); to be more precise, the diffracted mode is
shifted in parallel by kG from the original mode, with the shape
of the mode dispersion being preserved. When the measure-
ment plane is not along kG⃗, it dissects the diffracted waveguide
mode off the cone center, with the cross section of the
diffracted waveguide mode hyperbolical in shape (Figure 3d−
f). The shape of the hyperbolic curve depends on the φ angle
and can be explained with conic sections. We note that due to
symmetry, the mode dispersion of a 1-D PhC OLED is
mirrored, and the diffracted modes intercept at the same
photon energy at ka∥ = 0 for all of the φ angles.
We fabricated an OLED on a 1-D grating with a 350 nm

periodicity and measured its normalized air mode dispersion at
different φ for both S and P polarized lights (Figure 4). When
φ = 0°, we observed a clear separation of the polarization of
the diffraction features. Based on the optical mode simulation
of a planar OLED, we assign these features to the diffracted
waveguide and SPP modes determined by the magnitude of ka∥
(Figure 5). The good agreement between the measured
diffraction features and the simulated mode dispersion of a
planar OLED confirms that the shallow corrugation in a PhC
OLED can be treated as perturbations in a planar OLED.
As φ increases, the linear diffraction features start bending

and morphed into hyperbolic curves. This is confirmed by
fitting the diffracted TM waveguide mode dispersion using
conic section equations and varying the φ parameter (method
described in Figure S6). The calculation shows very good

agreement with the measurement results. Between φ = 0 and
40°, the diffracted TM waveguide mode dispersion barely
changed. When φ increases over 40°, the dispersion starts
bending notably following the hyperbolic curve. Note that the
interception at ka∥ = 0 remains constant that acts as an anchor
point when the mode dispersion shifts, which is useful for
labeling the origin of the diffraction features.
We also observe the mixing of polarizations, where

diffraction features from TE waveguide, TM waveguide
mode, and SPP mode can be seen in both S and P
polarizations. At φ = 86°, we observe an almost complete
inversion of the polarization of the diffraction feature from the
original mode. This is due to the angle φ between the
polarization of the light and the polarizer axis, which results in
a distribution of light density in both polarizations in the form
of cos2φ, sin2φ.31

Another observation is the formation of photonic band gap
(PBG) in the TE waveguide mode. For S light at φ = 0 and
30°, we can observe an anticrossing between the two diffracted
TE waveguide modes at the air cone center, which indicates
the formation of a PBG. The PBG is more visible for P light at
φ = 73 and 86°, where we can see that the TE waveguide mode
splits into two bands, creating a PBG at the air cone center
between 2.11 (587 nm) and 2.13 eV (582 nm). Because the
TE waveguide mode is located in the ITO anode, we attribute
the PBG formation to the photonic crystal formed between
ITO and glass. Because the refractive index contrast between
the two materials is around 0.5, the PBG width is only 5 nm.
We note that PBG in a 1-D PhC has been observed in

polymer lasers under optical pumping.32,33 In such devices, the
TE waveguide mode emission is intensified by the optical
resonance; therefore, its PBG is easily recognizable. For PhC
OLEDs, however, the PBG is overshadowed by the air mode
background and emitter EL profile EL0(E) (Figure S6). By
normalizing the air mode, we are able to eliminate the
influence of EL0(E) and observe the formation of the PBG.

Figure 5. Assignment of measured diffraction features to the optical modes based on the optical simulation, both in (a) S polarization and (b) P
polarization. The white dotted lines are the air cone boundaries. To the center of the air cone is the normalized air mode measured on a 1-D
photonic crystal OLED at φ = 0°. To the left and right of the air cone is the simulated mode density based on a planar OLED with the same layer
structure as the photonic crystal OLED. The black dotted arrows represent the grating vector kG⃗ of the 1-D grating, which has a periodicity of 350
nm.
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Mode Dispersion in 2-D Photonic Crystal OLEDs.
Because a 1-D photonic crystal has two opposing kG⃗, it only
forms two sets of diffracted modes. Therefore, the portion of
diffracted modes within the air cone is limited, and only light
propagating within a small range of φ can be extracted. A 2-D
photonic crystal has index perturbation in more than one
direction, so it can have more than one set of kG⃗, which allows
light propagating in a broader range of φ to be extracted. In
this study, we fabricate a 2-D PhC OLED on a substrate having
a hexagonal photonic crystal pattern (Figure S7). For the light
diffraction perspective, such a hexagonal photonic crystal can
be treated as three identical 1-D gratings oriented at an angle
of 60° from each other; thus, it has 6 kG⃗. Using the
perturbation treatment described previously, we can simulate
the mode dispersion in a photonic crystal OLED by shifting
the optical modes in a planar OLED by kG⃗ in six directions.
The simulation details are described in the Supporting
Information.
The measured normalized air modes for the 2-D photonic

crystal OLED at φ = 0, 10, and 30° are shown in Figure 6a−c,
and the corresponding simulation results are shown in Figure
6d−f. We first note the measured and simulated mode
dispersions are in good agreement, confirming the assumption
that a hexagonal photonic crystal can be treated as a
perturbation of three 1-D gratings in light diffraction. We
can observe the linear and hyperbolic features corresponding
to the extracted waveguide and SPP modes. As was discussed
in the 1-D grating case, the linear features observed at φ = 0
and 30° are present when the measurement plane is along one
kG⃗; the hyperbolic features are present when the measurement
plane is not along any kG⃗. In each plot, we can see three sets of
diffraction features intercepting at the center of the air cone at
the same photon energy. This is due to the symmetry of the
photonic crystal pattern and the diffraction features from the

same optical mode intercept at a photon energy E0 satisfying
the condition that kSPP/WG(E0) = kG. In the measurement
results, the intercepting photon energies (wavelengths) are
2.32 (534 nm), 2.13 (582 nm), and 2.02 eV (614 nm), which
correspond to the simulation results for the TM waveguide
mode, TE waveguide mode, and SPP mode at 2.33 (532 nm),
2.10 (590 nm), and 1.98 eV (625 nm), respectively. The
difference between the simulation and the measurement results
is less than 0.05 eV.
To better visualize the mode diffraction from the hexagonal

lattice, we measured the FFE pattern of the 2-D PhC OLED by
aligning the measuring plane to one of the kG⃗ and measuring
the mode dispersion within a 30° section of the air cone at a
step of 2°. We then assume the hexagonal symmetry to
produce the air mode dispersion. We dissect the measured air
mode and obtain the FFE patterns at wavelengths of 520, 560,
and 600 nm as shown in Figure 7a−c. The results are
compared to the simulated FFE patterns, as shown in Figure
7d−f. From the FFE pattern at 520 nm, we can see two distinct
lotus flower patterns, each having features of six arc-shaped
diffraction patterns, corresponding to the diffracted TM
waveguide mode and SPP mode. The TE waveguide mode is
indistinguishable from the SPP mode due to their close
proximity in the ka∥ value, and the strong intensity of the SPP
mode and the narrow line shape of the TE waveguide mode.
As the wavelength increases to 560 and 600 nm, the diffraction
features from the SPP mode become dominant, and the TM
waveguide patterns become less visible. In addition, the SPP
mode arcs move toward the center of the air mode as the
wavelength changes. This is because kSPP is wavelength-
dependent while kG is wavelength-independent. Therefore, the
resulting k′⃗SPP = kS⃗PP − kG⃗ is dependent on the wavelength of
the emitted light. We note that in the measured FFE plots, the
diffraction features become invisible near the edge of air mode.

Figure 6. Normalized air mode measured for a photonic crystal OLED at (a) φ = 0°, (b) φ = 10°, and (c) φ = 30°. The simulated mode dispersion
plots at the same azimuthal angles are shown in (d−f). The origin of the diffraction features is labeled in (d) as TM waveguide mode (TM WG),
TE waveguide mode (TE WG), and SPP mode (SPP).
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This is because the projected area of the OLED decreases with
φ by the cosine law; at glancing angles, the area becomes very
small and its alignment to the optical fiber becomes difficult.
From the efficiency aspect, the 2-D PhC OLED shows a

current efficiency of 120 cd/A and an EQE of 33%, which is 32
and 22% higher than the planar OLED, respectively (Figure
S7). We compare the intensity of the extracted modes in the
ARES measurements and correlate the current efficiency and
EQE enhancement to each mode. The EQE value corresponds
to the overall photon density at all angles. Because the SPP
mode diffraction is the strongest across all wavelengths and
angles, it contributes the most to the EQE enhancement. On
the other hand, the current efficiency is correlated with the
forward light intensity and the human eye response, which is
the strongest at 555 nm. Although the extracted SPP mode has
the strongest contribution, it enhances the forward light
intensity at around 617 nm. In comparison, the extracted TM
waveguide enhances at 534 nm, close to the Ir(ppy)2(acac)
emission peak and the human eye response peak. As a result,
the TM waveguide mode ends up contributing the most to the
current efficiency enhancement.
The discussion above aims at determining the optical modes

in a PhC OLED without quantifying the photon numbers. The
absolute photon count is influenced by the ARES setup,
including the optics of the system as well as the response of the
spectrometer. To quantitatively determine the photon
distribution, the ARES setup should be calibrated with a
standard wide-spectrum light source with a known emission
profile, for example, a Lambertian tungsten light source with a

calibrated spectral power density. This will allow us to
quantitatively determine the contribution from each optical
mode and estimate the remaining trapped light amount.
Another benefit of calibrating the ARES setup is that we can
directly use ARES to measure the directional light output and
hence determine the current efficiency and EQE. Given that
the information regarding the emitted color (e.g., CIE
coordinates) is also encoded in the EL spectra, we can obtain
most of the optical characteristics of an OLED using ARES
measurements.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we demonstrate direct measurements of the air
mode in both planar and PhC OLEDs using ARES and
confirmed the results with optical simulation. We characterize
the cavity modes in a planar OLED and explain the blue shift
in the EL spectrum due to the cavity effect. We explain the
mode dispersion of 1-D photonic crystal OLED at different
azimuth angles and note the formation of a photonic band gap.
We then extend the idea to 2-D photonic crystal OLEDs and
successfully explain its mode dispersion by considering the
hexagonal lattice as three sets of 1-D gratings. We also
demonstrate that ARES can be used to characterize the light
extraction in photonic crystal OLEDs. By normalizing the
measured air mode, we eliminate the effect from the emitter
EL spectrum and reveal the extraction features from Bragg
diffraction, trace back the origin of the extracted light, and
correlate the efficiency enhancement to each extracted mode.
This study showcases ARES as a powerful tool to study the
optical properties of an OLED and provide crucial guidelines
on the optical design of photonic crystal OLEDs for light
extraction.

■ METHODS
Fabrication of Planar and Photonic Crystal OLED. The device

structure of the planar OLED device is ITO (110 nm)/MoOx (10
nm)/4,4′-cyclohexylidenebis[N,N-bis(4-methylphenyl)benzenamine]
(TAPC) (40 nm)/4,4′-bis(N-carbazolyl)-1,1′-biphenyl (CBP) (20
nm):7% bis[2-(2-pyridinyl-N)phenyl-C](acetylacetonato)iridium(III)
(Ir(ppy)2(acac))/4,6-bis(3,5-di(pyridin-3-yl)phenyl)-2-methylpyrimi-
dine (B3PYMPM) (10 nm)/4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline
(Bphen) (50 nm)/Cs2CO3 (2 nm)/Al (100 nm). The ITO layer is
sputtered in a Kurt J. Lesker sputter. The rest of the OLED layers are
evaporated in a Trovato evaporator system under high vacuum of 5 ×
10−7 Torr. The evaporation rate of MoOx is 0.4 Å/s, Ir(ppy)2(acac) is
0.07 Å/s, Cs2CO3 is 0.1 Å/s, and Al is 2 Å/s. The other layers are
evaporated at 1 Å/s.

For the photonic crystal OLED, we first fabricate a corrugated
substrate through soft-imprinting. A perfluoropolyether (PFPE)
stamp is used to replicate the photonic crystal pattern from the
master mold. The replicated 1-D and 2-D photonic crystal patterns
are both 350 nm in periodicity and about 100 nm in depth (Figure
S5). The glass substrates are cleaned with a standard ultrasonication
procedure in acetone and isopropyl alcohol for 15 min each. Then, a
small amount of NOA-81 epoxy (from Norland Products Inc.) is
dropcast on the glass substrate. The stamp is pressed on the epoxy to
remove air gaps in between. Then, the substrate with the stamp is
treated under 365 nm UV light (Jelight UVO cleaner Model 42) for 4
min to cure the epoxy. Afterwards, the stamp is removed to leave
behind the corrugated substrate. OLED devices which have the same
layer structures as the planar OLED is fabricated on the corrugated
substrate.

Figure 7. Measured far-field emission pattern of a photonic crystal
OLED with a hexagonal photonic crystal pattern at the wavelength of
(a) 520, (b) 560, and (c) 600 nm. At 520 nm, the black dashed lines
mark the section of air mode measured with ARES. The simulated far-
field emission plots at each wavelength are shown in (d−f). The black
dashed lines mark the arc-shaped diffraction features corresponding to
TM waveguide mode (TM WG), TE waveguide mode (TE WG), and
SPP mode (SPP).
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